We work hard to get it right.

Washington Official Reports

Don’t be fooled by unofficial sources, which can contain errors and vary significantly in accuracy and completeness.

Only Washington Official Reports published by LexisNexis, the court’s contract publisher, contain all of the court-approved editorial changes and enhancements. Experienced editors thoroughly headnote the opinions according to official guidelines before their publication in the official reports’ advance sheets, and the Reporter’s office staff and opinion authors review all of the proposed changes. The process is repeated again before LexisNexis publishes the opinion in a bound volume. The official reports’ headnotes and case summaries, along with the Cumulative Subject Index, provide the best and most efficient means for identifying useful precedents in a cost-effective manner.

Don’t run the risk of quoting language from an unofficial source

Most online sources and unofficial printed reports contain what are essentially slip opinions, those originally filed by the appellate courts. Opinions change in many ways, large and small, before they become the final opinions found in official resources. Unofficial sources vary significantly in their level of accuracy and completeness—most do not reflect the vast majority of corrections, refinements, and enhancements that come from the extensive editing of the slip opinions. Some unofficial sources are published long before the official version is finalized, sometimes printing an opinion that is later withdrawn.

Only official headnotes and case summaries present the court’s viewpoint correctly

The Washington Official Reports are directly controlled by the Washington appellate courts. Every opinion reflects the policies and specific directives of the courts and the opinion’s author. The large majority of opinion changes are editorial changes, such as corrections to citations, quotations, word choice, etc., made exclusively for the official reports. Additional changes can reflect notations about subsequent appellate history of the case and the incorporation of orders which sometimes substantively change the opinions. These changes are not communicated to any legal publisher other than the State’s contract publisher. As a result, in every bound volume, there are multiple changes that appear only in the official reports published by LexisNexis.

Court rules require citing and quoting official sources

General Rule 14(d) of Washington State Court Rules requires that citations “conform with the format prescribed by the Reporter of Decisions” and then refers to the rule’s appendix, which sets out the Office of Reporter of Decisions Style Sheet. The Style Sheet’s General Principle No. 6 explicitly requires the use of and citation to official sources.

Learn more at [www.lexisnexis.com/WAOfficialReports](http://www.lexisnexis.com/WAOfficialReports)
The definitive version of Washington case law

The Washington Official Reports are edited by an editorial team of attorneys led by Ray Krontz, former Washington Reporter of Decisions, in conjunction with the Reporter of Decisions Office to accommodate the unique characteristics of Washington law and the needs of the Washington bar. When you consult the Washington Reports and Washington Appellate Reports, you can do so with confidence, knowing you’re reading the definitive version of Washington case law.

Washington Reports: Official Advance Sheets
Annual subscription, shipped biweekly, softbound, Pub. #70430, ISBN 9780327136170

Washington Reports: Bound Volumes
Hardbound, shipped and billed (per vol.) automatically, approximately 4 releases per year, Pub. #70480, ISBN 9780327136194

Washington Appellate Reports: Official Advance Sheets
Annual subscription, shipped biweekly, softbound, Pub. #70400, ISBN 9780327136163

Washington Appellate Reports: Bound Volumes
Hardbound, shipped and billed (per vol.) automatically, approximately 5 releases per year, Pub. #70460, ISBN 9780327136187

Washington Cumulative Subject Index
This handy companion guide helps conduct case-law research with its easy-to-use format built around words and phrases taken straight out of the official court reports for Washington. Each entry in the Index ties directly to the headnote in the official reports, so precise and useful precedents can be found quickly.
3 volumes, replaced annually, Pub. #70430, ISBN 9780769871417
Also ships with initial Washington Reports Advance Sheet purchase.

There’s only one official version of Washington case law—and it’s from LexisNexis.

VISIT www.lexisnexis.com/WAOfficialReports

CALL 800.223.1940 | CONTACT your LexisNexis® account representative

Subscribe to the complimentary HeadsUp for Washington to receive email updates on Washington case law. Sign up at www.lexisnexis.com/WAOfficialReports